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Abstract 
This paper studies influences of firms’ costs and consumers’ inconvenient costs to market equilibrium status and 
social welfare. A competitive market consists of two firms who compete in both price and availability and two 
consumers segments who are different in inconvenient costs if stock-out. In a symmetric model in which firms have 
same cost, two market equilibriums exist according to proportions of each consumer segment. In an asymmetric 
model in which firms have different costs, high cost firm leaves the market when its cost is greater than an upper 
bound, otherwise, the market may lead to a monopoly environment or disequilibrium status. Interestingly, the 
competitive market can never reaches maximal social welfare. In monopoly model, when all consumers have zero 
inconvenient cost, the maximal social welfare can be achieved automatically; when all consumers suffer a positive 
inconvenient cost, the maximal social welfare can be achieved by opening inventory information; otherwise subsidy 
is necessary for obtaining maximal social welfare. 
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1. Introduction 

Competition in price and product availability is common in many retail and service industries. 
Consumers select goods according to prices from e-retailers such as Amazon and Best-buy. 
Commonly, the e-retailer who asks the lowest price in catalogue attracts the most consumers. 
Considering high base cost of operating an airline (such as oil cost), air companies compete in 
unpopular airlines by providing low prices. However, consumers also take product availability or 
service rate into consideration in some industries. For example, consumers tend to book seats or 
rooms in restaurants or hotels before visit. If consumers find restaurants or hotels are full, most 
of them will not step in. For some hot airlines, air companies compete in availability levels 
instead of prices. That is why some airlines provide consumers with full price tickets but still 
operate with full load. 

Intuitively, different consumers pay different attentions on price and product availability 
when making purchase decisions. Generally speaking, three factors influence consumers’ 
purchase behavior: needs level, availability of substitute and attitude. Firstly, if consumers really 
need one product and no substitute can replace it, consumers pay more attention on product 
availability. For example, most hospitals and patients rank availabilities of medicines and 
medical apparatus before prices. Secondly, if consumers can search substitute without spending 
much search cost, they tend to compare prices more. For example, when similar products are 
allocated on the same rack in supermarket, housewives are encouraged to compare different 
goods’ prices and qualities. Finally, in industries like fashion and cosmetics, consumers’ attitude 
plays a significant role in firms’ operation. When introducing a new dress with high price at the 
beginning of sell season, some girls cannot wait discount price at the end of the sell season 
because of the risk of stock-out, however, other girls are willing to wait a discount price.  
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Different inconvenient costs are the root reason of why consumers having diversity purchase 
behavior. The inconvenient cost refers to the cost if consumers meet stock-out, such as 
consumers’ dissatisfaction of stock-out, time they waste and delay of getting goods. If consumers 
have high inconvenient cost, they pay more attention on product availability, because they suffer 
a considerable negative surplus after visit. If consumers have low inconvenient cost, they focus 
more on price, because stock-out has little negative impact on them. Based on consumers’ 
different inconvenient costs, we define two consumer segments: price-seekers and availability-
seekers.  

Price-seekers are consumers who have zero inconvenient cost, so they rank price before 
availability when choosing a firm. On the contrary, availability-seekers have a positive 
inconvenient cost which cannot be ignored, and they rank price and availability equally before 
visit. Since stock-out has no impact on price-seekers but a negative impact on availability-
seekers, price-seekers’ reservation price (the maximal affordable price) and expected surplus are 
higher than availability-seekers’. In a competitive market environment, both consumer segments 
choose the firm in which they can gain high expected surplus which is determined by price and 
availability. 

This paper departs from previous papers by making more realistic assumption that 
consumers in the market have different inconvenient costs. Early papers assume that consumers 
are homogeneous in inconvenient cost, and then obtain equilibrium price in competitive models. 
However, we set two consumer segments, price-seekers and availability-seekers, simultaneously, 
and then analyze the market equilibrium status. Moreover, previous researches study symmetric 
case in which firms share the same cost, but we explore both symmetric case and asymmetric 
case (firms have different costs). For the integrity of our analysis, we add monopoly model study 
after competitive models. 

Motivations of our study can be emphasized in three aspects. To begin with, earlier papers 
(such as Dana (2001)) have proved the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium when the market has 
only strategic consumers, however, the market equilibrium with various consumer segments has 
not yet been fully explored. Next, the former pure Nash equilibrium was obtained under 
assumption that firms share the same cost, while no study discusses the equilibrium when firms’ 
costs are different. Finally, we aim at maximizing social welfare from perspective of a society 
planner. In special, in which condition the maximal social welfare can be achieved automatically, 
if not? By depending what measurement to reach the maximal social welfare? What are potential 
moral hazard problems with the maximal social welfare? 

Our model designs a duopoly game in which firms compete in terms of price and 
availability. Two consumer segments, price-seekers and availability-seekers, compose the market. 
Price information is open and firms make price decisions before quantity decisions. The 
objective of firms is to maximize profits, whereas all the consumers aim to maximize expected 
surplus. Firms decide their optimal prices and quantities; consumers choose one firm to visit. 
Two critical elements are considered throughout this study: the consumers’ inconvenient cost 
and the firms’ cost. Three cases and social welfare are studied in our model. Two firms share the 
same cost in the first case and have different costs in the second case. In both cases, proportions 
of two consumer segments (reflect consumers’ inconvenient cost) are not constant parameter. In 
third case, we analyze a monopoly model which is a special case of the competitive cases. At last, 
we study how to achieve the maximal social welfare. 
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Our contributions concentrate on three main findings. When two firms share the same cost, 
the market has two possible equilibriums. If the proportion of availability-seekers is above one 
half, both firms are willing to charge a low equilibrium price which maximizes product-seekers’ 
expected surplus; if the proportion of price-seekers is above one half, both firms are willing to 
charge a high equilibrium price which maximizes price-seekers’ expected surplus.  

When two firms have different costs, the competitive market may lead to a monopoly one or 
have no competitive equilibrium. When the high cost is greater than a bound, the high cost firm 
cannot provide consumers with high expected surplus, so all consumers visit the low cost firm 
and the high cost firm has to leave the market. When the high cost is lower than the bound, a 
monopoly result can be obtained if the proportion of availability-seekers is below one half. 
However, if the proportion of availability-seekers is greater than one half, the market gets no 
equilibrium result, because two firms are trapped in cycles of decreasing and increasing prices. 

Our final major finding is social welfare maximization. The maximal social welfare can be 
achieved in only monopoly model. In special, if the market has only availability-seekers, the 
maximal social welfare can be obtained by opening inventory information; if the market has only 
price-seekers, the maximal social welfare can be obtained automatically; if the market has both 
availability-seekers and price-seekers, the maximal social welfare can be obtained by providing 
subsidy. Nevertheless, moral hazard problems accompanied with the monopoly market are rather 
alarming.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 conducts a review of the 
literature. Section 3 analyzes the symmetric model. Section 4 investigates the asymmetric model. 
Section 5 studies the monopoly model. Section 6 focuses on social welfare and section 7 ends 
with the conclusion of the study. 

2. Literature review 

Literature that relate to our paper most focus on utilizing product availability to attract demand. 
Dana (2001) study a model in which consumers choose where to shop in a competitive model. 
The market has different equilibrium results in Bertrand timing model (firms decide prices 
before quantities) and Cournot timing model (firms decide quantities before prices) and obtains a 
classic conclusion that high price “signals” high availability. Alexandrov and Lariviere (2007) 
analyze a model about restaurants with uncertain demand and consumers’ strategic behavior. 
When the restaurant has high capacity of empty seats, consumers are willing to step in, otherwise 
leave immediately. They also explore the profitability of advanced booking strategy in 
restaurants. Aviv and Pazgal (2008) examine inventory based pricing strategies for a firm facing 
a stochastic arrival stream of consumers who have no information about the current state of the 
inventory. Liu and van Ryzin (2008) prove that generating shortages on purpose may prevent 
consumers from waiting for sale and prices decline. The same conclusion is also demonstrated 
by Yin et al. (2009) that limiting consumer information about inventory availability by 
displaying may discourage the consumers’ strategically delay purchasing. In all above models, 
consumers’ homogenous purchase behavior is a common model assumption. However, two 
consumer segments are discussed in our model. Although both consumer segments consider 
price and availability before visit, effects of these two factors (price and availability) are 
different to different consumer segments. 
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Our paper uses rational expectation equilibrium (REE) to logically analyze the strategic 
interaction between firms and consumers. Such methodology has widely adopted in papers such 
as Su and Zhang (2008, 2009) and Cachon and Swinney (2009). Su and Zhang (2008) study a 
model of a seller setting degressive price throughout the season and facing strategic consumers. 
Cachon and Swinney (2009) study a similar problem but seller sets an initial quantity level to 
attract strategic consumers during the selling season. In both models, consumers can choose to 
purchase during the clearance season with reduced price but high risk of stockout, or can choose 
to purchase with high price. Thus, consumers’ expectations of product availability is necessary. 
Su and Zhang (2009) analyze two profitable strategies for a seller: a commitment and a 
guarantees on product availability, and they prove profits can be improved most by making a 
combination of both strategies. All models above study problems in a monopoly market, whereas, 
our model extends the REE in a duopoly market. 

The behavior based pricing (BBP) problem has been widely studied by researchers of 
operations research. In a competitive market, Fudenberg and Tirole’s (2000) study optimal price 
to “poach” rival’s consumers in a Hoteling line in which both customers and firms are forward-
looking. At the equilibrium of this two-period model, discriminative price for long-term (two-
period) contracts are efficient when consumers hold fixed preference while short-term (single-
period) contracts are efficient with independent preference. Shaffer and Zhang (2000) consider a 
static game which likes the second period of Fudenberg and Tirole’s (2000) two-period model, 
but this model has asymmetric switching costs of two firms. Pazgal and Soberman (2008) 
extends Fudenberg and Tirole (2000) to an infinite period model in which firm cannot 
distinguish consumers and prove that practicing BBP increases the firm’s profit. Our model 
defines two consumer segments base on different inconvenient costs. The different inconvenient 
costs influence consumers’ purchase behavior and firms’ discriminative pricing strategy. 

This research follows a stream of literature on newsvendor problem. For a comprehensive 
review of works on this field, one can see Qin et al. (2011). The most classic newsvendor model 
is a monopoly model in which one firm optimizes price and inventory simultaneously to obtain 
maximal profits. In these models, such as Petruzzi and Dana (1999) and Chan et al. (2004), the 
whole market demand can be expressed as price-sensitive functions. Chen and Yao (2004) and 
Bernstein and Federgrun (2003, 2005) replace monopoly market setting with competitive market 
setting under uncertain demand. The uncertain demand is distributed via price-competing; 
consumers cannot observe firms’ inventory levels but are informed with price information. In 
competitive newsvendor models, no matter competing in price or availability, each firm decides 
his own price and quantity in equilibrium. The complex newsvendor problem lies in market 
setting when firms compete in both price and quantity. Bernstein and Federgruen (2004, 2007) 
study competitions on price and service in a product-availability-sensitive demand market. Their 
models discuss static problem that consumers can only choose one firm to visit but cannot switch 
to other firms if stock-out. Xu et al.  (2010) consider a similar competitive newsvendor problem 
but use static fluid network method to depict the effect of demand substitution in equilibrium. 
Since all firms’ price levels and inventory levels can influence both the whole market demand as 
well as each firm’s demand, the general competitive newsvendor model with competition in both 
price and inventory is hard to solve. However, Zhao and Atkins (2008) introduce a novel method 
to solve a general model with N competitive newsvendors compete in price and demand. They 
show the quasi concavity of this problem and establish the existence of the pure-strategy Nash 
equilibrium. In our content, two firms compete in price and availability. Depending on 
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consumers’ rational expectations of product availability, we successfully switch the original 
complex newsvendor model to a simple one in which firms compete in price only. 

3. Symmetric Model 

Suppose a market has two firms  and . Both firms sell an identical product and compete 
in price and product availability. Prices, quantities and product availabilities of  and  are 
noted as  and , respectively. The whole uncertain market demand  
follows a distribution  which has a density  and is allocated to two firms with market sizes  
and . Products cannot sell have zero salvage. Price information is open to the market. In 
symmetric model, we assume two firms have the same cost  and the case when costs are 
different will be discussed in asymmetric model. 

Individual consumer holds a same valuation  for unit product (since the product is identical, 
consumers believe products from two firms have the same consumption valuation), purchases no 
more than one product at each visit. Consumers suffer an additional inconvenience cost  if the 
product is out of stock (the inconvenience cost is the cost of delay purchase or consumers 
dissatisfaction). In special, this inconvenience cost  is not a constant parameter and we shall 
depend on it to describe different consumers’ purchase behavior. We define  as the expectation 
operation and for a nontrivial outcome to exist, we define .  

If one firm  asks price , without loss of generality, consumers who visit  incur  
when stock-in, and incur  when stock-out. From the side of consumers, their expected surplus 
is . Consumers choose one firm in which they can gain higher expected 
surplus to visit, that is, choose firm  if . For some 
consumers, the inconvenient cost  is really high. For example, if automobiles plants have no 
inventory of one key component, consumers have to change vehicles; if Apple fans cannot 
purchase the new iPhone, their dissatisfaction emotions are alarming, or if one vaccine supplier 
stops providing vaccines when a plague outbreaks, the inconvenient costs for patients are rather 
high. Nevertheless, for the other consumers, their inconvenient cost  is really low. For instance, 
consumers can always find substitutes if their first-choice products are sold out; in E-commerce, 
consumers link with many firms who sell an identical product without additional search cost, or 
some low-price seekers who are fond of searching the lowest price flight tickets on-line.    

For simplification, we define two consumer segments in the market. One consumer 
segment’s inconvenient cost  cannot be ignored and we assume this  is a constant positive 
parameter. We call this consumer segment as availability-seekers who weight both price and 
product availability before visit. The rest consumers’ inconvenient cost  is rather small and we 
treat it as zero. For these consumers, we call them as price-seekers because they care prices more.  

Based on the above discussion, the market consists of two consumer segments, availability-
seekers and price-seekers. Denote the proportion of availability-seekers as , the proportion of 
price-seekers is . Recall that consumers compare expected surpluses before visit and 
inventory information is not open, we use the notion of RE equilibrium which has been adopted 
by Cachon and Swinney (2007) and Su and Zhang (2008, 2009) to study this strategic interaction. 
Unlike models in related literature, we extend the newsvendor model to a duopoly market with 
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two different consumer segments. Next, we shall describe the REE by separately studying the 
consumers’ and firms’ decision problems. 

(1) Consumers’ problem 

Firstly, we analyze purchase behavior of the availability-seekers. Since the availability-
seekers need to evaluate expected surplus, they tend to expect firm’s availability rationally. 
Suppose consumers expect firm ’s market size  with a density function , the 
probability of individual consumer successfully purchases the product after visit  is 

. According to Dana (2001), individual consumer obtains density 

function  based on their perceptions on realistic market size , that is, . 

Therefore, the firm ’s product availability can be rewritten as 

, and consumers’ expected surplus can be expressed as 

.  

Next, we analyze purchase behavior of the price-seekers. The price-seekers’ expected 
surplus after visit is .  For both two consumer segments, they choose 

one firm to gain high expected surplus to visit. If two firms ask the same price, consumers 
choose firms randomly, that is, equally distribute to two firms (since two firms are symmetric, 
when they ask same price, consumers’ expected surplus are same).  

(2) Firms’ problem 

Both firms deicide their optimal prices and quantities to maximize objective function 
, and prices are made before inventory decisions. This model 

setting can be found in many industries which make long-run price decisions and short-run 
inventory decisions. For example, manufacturers make price decisions and firms choose 
appropriate inventories. Firms have no right to change products’ price and gain profits from 
manufacturers’ rebates. It also might be possible that manufacturers invest in price advertisement 
announcement, and then firms make short-run inventory decisions.  

Firm’s optimal quantity  is its critical fractile quantity  which is only 

determined by price . The availability-seekers’ and the price-seekers’ expected surpluses can 
be rewritten as  and  which are 

also determined by price . Thus, two consumer segments’ purchase behavior are driven by 
prices and we switch the original problem to a simple one in which compete in price only. 

For attracting availability-seekers, firms increase consumers’ expected surplus. Notice that 

function  is convex (can be proved by derivation), 

there exists one unique price  to maximize availability-seekers’ expected 
surplus. When , firms can attract availability-seekers by undercutting price; when 

, firms can attract availability-seekers by raising price. Similarly, we can also get an 
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unique price  for the price seekers. Thus, low price cannot lower attract 
availability-seekers.  

(3) The REE 

With REs, the strategic game between the firms and the consumers is decomposed into two 
separate decision problems. Each decision problem has a unique solution and depends only on 
RE. For example, the consumers decide their purchase behavior based on their rational 
expectations about availability and firms set proper prices to attract consumers. Thus, all players 
base their optimal decisions on RE. In the REE, the consumers’ expectations of product must 
coincide with the actual product availability, which corresponds to the firms’ optimal quantities 

.  

Proposition 1. In the RE equilibrium of the symmetric model, when  , both firms reach 

market equilibrium with price ; when , both firms reach market 
equilibrium with price . 

When , the proportion of availability-seekers in the market is high and the firms 
gain profits from both consumers segments. Firms tend to ask equilibrium price  and are not 
willing to increase or decrease prices. If firm  decreases his price from  to , all its 
consumers will leave. Because  and , so both 
availability-seekers and price-seekers incur lower expected surplus from firm  and will leave 
automatically. If firm  increases his price from  to , firm  will gain all price-seekers 
but lose its availability-seekers (because  but ). 
Since profits from the price-seekers is smaller than its original profits, the firm is not willing to 
sacrifice the availability-seekers to win the price-seekers.  

Similarly, when  , the proportion of the price-seekers in the market is high, and 
firms are willing to get price  in equilibrium. Because if firm  decreases his price from  to 

, it wins all availability-seekers but lose the price-seekers. Since this deal is not profitable, 
it will not choose to decrease price. If the firm increases its price from  to , no 
consumers is willing to visit it. Thus, the market reaches the other equilibrium status. 

4. Asymmetric Model 

In this section, two firms have different costs. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
firm ’s cost  is greater than firm ’s cost , that is . Compare with the symmetric 
model, the availability-seekers’ and the price-seekers’ expected surplus should be rewritten as 

 and , respectively. 

Since , the price  which maximizes consumers’ expected 
surplus from firm  is smaller than the price  which maximizes 
consumers’ expected surplus from firm . If two firms ask the same price , we have 

. Function  has two roots and we note them 
as  and  ( ). If ,  must greater than .  
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Next, we analyze firms’ market sizes. If , the firm  gains market size 
from price-seekers; if , the firm  gains market size from availability-
seekers; if , two firms share the market demand equally. 

Proposition 2. In the RE equilibrium of the asymmetric model, there exists one critical  for 
cost . If , the firm  leaves the market in equilibrium. If , when 

 and , the firm  leaves the market in equilibrium; if  , there is no 
market equilibrium result. For the case that when the firm  leaves the market, one can refer to 
the equilibrium result to Proposition 3 in section 5 (the monopolistic model). 

If two firms have different costs, monopoly market may exist in the final RE equilibrium. 
This proposition can be explained from two sides. To begin with, when the proportion of price-
seekers is high , both firms aim at gaining high profits by attracting more price-
seekers. Since , if firm  asks price , firm  can attract all the price-seekers via price 

 which is greater than . At the same time, the firm  also win all 
availability-seekers because . Observing the firm ’s low pricing strategy, 
the firm  continuously lowers its price until reaching . At this point, the firm  can also 

obtain all demand by asking price  which is greater than , while the 
firm  cannot improve the price-seekers’ expected surplus any more. Therefore, without 
consumers to visit, the firm  has to leave the market and a monopoly market exists.  

If the proportion of availability-seekers is high , both firms aim at gaining high 
profits by attracting more availability-seekers. In this condition, equilibrium should be analyzed 
from two sides. Firstly, if , the firm  can attract both consumer segments with a 
same price. Similar as what we discussed in , the firm  has to leave the market with 
zero market size. Secondly, if , the firm  cannot attract all consumers. When the 
firm  ask price  to get availability-seekers, the firm  choose price . 
However,  which implies the firm  wins all price-seekers. During the 
process of gaining more availability-seekers, the firm  will finally lower its price to  and 
the firm  will match its price to . With no hope to restore market size 
from availability-seekers, firm  focuses on maximizing profits from price-seekers and raises 
its price to  which is the maximal price in attracting price-seekers. 

Then, firm  also increase its price to  to gain 

more marginal profits from the individual availability-seeker. Thus, two firms continuously 
lower and raise prices in cycles.  

In addition, monopoly equilibrium exists when , because the high cost firm  cannot 
win low cost firm  in competition. Compare with Proposition 1 in section 3, the market has no 
competitive equilibrium status when two firms have different costs. The driving force of this 
conclusion locates in product availability. When two firms ask the same price, the consumers 
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obtain higher expected surplus from low cost firm , because firm  has high marginal profit 
which positive relates with product availability and consumers’ expected surplus. Thus, the high 
cost firm always incurs “disadvantage” and the low cost firm always enjoy “advantage” in game. 

5. Monopolistic Model 

According to the above discussion, the high cost firm may leave the market and the market 
consists of the low cost firm, which is a traditional monopolistic model setting. From the 
perspective of the firm, low price and high product availability can definitely attract more 
consumers, because the consumers gain more expected surplus after visit. However, low price 
decreases the firm’s marginal profit and high inventory level increases the risk of dull sale. Most 
importantly, since the firm has no competitor in the market, it has no motivation to provide 
consumers with high expected surplus. From the perspective of consumers, individual consumer 
holds maximal affordable price before visit. Through comparing realistic price and the maximal 
affordable price, consumers are willing to purchase goods if the realistic price is not greater than 
the maximal affordable price. Next, we shall analyze consumers’ and the firm’s decision 
problems separately with RE notion.  

(1) Availability-seekers’ problem 

Set availability-seekers’ maximal affordable price as , if , the availability-seekers 
visit the firm, otherwise they will not. The availability-seekers will expect the firm’s product 
availability rationally because they depend it to calculate expected surplus which determines 
their purchase behavior. Suppose the firm asks price , if the firm stock-in, the consumers’ 
surplus is  with probability of ; if the firm stock-out, the consumers’ surplus is  with 
probability of . Thus, the expected surplus is  and the consumers’ 
maximal affordable price can be achieved when , that is, .  

(2) Price-seekers’ problem  

Similarly, the price-seekers’ also have their maximal affordable price . Since the price-
seekers’ expected surplus is , . Compare  and ,  because  
when the market demand is uncertain.  

(3) The firm’s problem  

The firm chooses the consumers’ maximal affordable price as its optimal price. Because this 
optimal price will not change the consumers’ purchase behavior (or the firm’s market size) and 
will maximize marginal profit at the same time. By market investigation or observing, the firm 
can rationally capture the consumers’ maximal affordable price  and . Then, based on the 
optimal price, the firm maximizes its objective function  with 
fractile quantity . 

(4) The REE  

In the REE, the strategic game between the firm and the consumers is decomposed into two 
separate decision problems. Each decision problem has a unique solution and depends only on 
RE. For example, the consumers set maximal affordable price  according to expectations of 
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product availability (consumer’ expectations of product availability must coincide with the 
firm’s actual product availability); the firm exerts optimal decision  and  based on their 
observations of . Thus, all players can base their optimal decisions on RE. Summarizing the 
preceding discussion, we have  

1)  or ; 
2)   (here ) and ； 

3)  or . 

Proposition 3. In the RE equilibrium of the monopoly model (when ), the firm’s 
optimal decision can be achieved when . The optimal price and quantity satisfy 

(1) if ,  and ; 

(2) if ,  and . 

The optimal price from the availability-seekers  is smaller than the optimal price from the 
price-seekers. Actually, this result can be explained from the perspective of consumers’ 
evaluation of the product’s valuation. Treat  as  which is the product’s 

valuation when considering the risk of stock-out. Since the product availability cannot greater 
than 100%, the availability-seekers always face potential risk of stock-outs and may suffer 
inconvenient cost , thus  is a discount of the product’s actual valuation. In contrast, the price-
seekers suffer no inconvenient cost, or they can always choose firms who stock-in, thus their 
product valuation is the product’s actual valuation  which must greater than . 

The firm obtains the highest optimal profit when asking price . The profit function can be 

rewritten as  which increases in optimal price 

 and market size , but decreases in cost . When the low cost firm monopoly the whole 
market with a maximal price , its optimal profit is maximal.  

Next, we shall analyze the case of a monopoly model with two consumer segments. Since 
the firm cannot distinguish the availability-seekers and the price-seekers in the market, it 
depends on single price policy to attract both consumer segments. If the firm chooses low price 

, it attracts whole market demand; if it chooses high price , it attracts the price-seekers only. 
In this problem, the tradeoff locates in price and market size.  

Proposition 4. In a monopoly model when , there exists one critical point . When 
, the firm’s optimal decisions satisfy  and ; 

When , the firm’s optimal decisions satisfy  and . 

A significant marginal insight behind this result helps firms maximize their profits. On one 
hand, decrease the firm’s cost by adopting new technology, improving management tools and 
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optimizing organization frame are beneficial. On the other hand, decease consumers 
inconvenient cost by providing enough substitutes, introducing new transaction platform to lower 
transaction cost and opening business information (inventory information) are also profitable. In 
real market, many examples can demonstrate our conclusion. For chasing low labor costs, sport 
shoes manufacturers like Nike and Adidas moved their plants from Japan to China in the last late 
century, and are currently moving to Vietnam. In mature market such as Europe and America, 
Nike and Adidas focus more on improving service qualities and consumers’ consumption 
satisfaction. 

6. Social Welfare 

In the monopoly model, we have proved that the firm is willing to lower its own costs and 
the consumers’ inconvenient cost to create a monopoly market, then maximize its profit. In this 
section, we take on a social welfare perspective to examine if the firm’s pricing strategy is 
benefit to society.  

Firstly, we define the social welfare function. Suppose firm  asks price , sets quantity 
,  attracts  availability-seekers and  price-seekers; firm  asks price , sets quantity 
,  attracts  availability-seekers and  price-seekers ( ). Two 

firms’ profits can be expressed as  and 
. Expected surpluses from the availability-seekers and 

the price-seekers are , , 
 and , respectively. Accordingly, the social welfare 

function can be achieved by adding two firms’ expected profits and the consumers’ expected 
surpluses, that is, 

 
which is determined by two quantities  and . The social welfare function has three terms, the 
first is expected valuation enjoyed by two consumer segments; the second is the availability-
seekers’ inconvenient costs if stock-outs; the last one is the firms’ production costs. With this 
expression, we then analyze how to maximize social welfare.  

The social welfare decreases in cost . To achieve maximal social welfare, the social 
welfare function can be reduced to  and its 
maximal value obtains when . If we set the consumers’ inconvenient cost  
as a variable, the social welfare function decreases in , so the social welfare function can be 
reduced to  which reaches its maximal value when 

. 

Proposition 5. The maximal social welfare can be achieved when . If the 
inconvenient cost  can be further decreased, the maximal social welfare improves until  
reaches . 
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When , the maximal social welfare can be obtained automatically through monopoly 
model. In Proposition 3 of section 5, when , the firm’s optimal price is  and the 

optimal quantity is . 

When , the maximal social welfare can be obtained automatically through monopoly 
model with open inventory information. Once the firm opens its inventory to the market, 
consumers hold maximal affordable price according to their expectations of product availability, 
that is, . The firm optimizes its profit function 

 regards to quantity  and gets . 
Compare the firm’s optimal profit without open inventory information and with open inventory 
information, the latter is greater. Therefore, without external encouragement, the firm is willing 
to open inventory information to the market, and then reaches maximal social welfare status. 

When , the maximal social welfare status cannot be achieved in equilibrium in 
neither the competitive model nor the monopoly model. As a society planner, two actions should 
be adopted for achieving the maximal social welfare. Firstly, eliminate firms with high cost; and 
secondly, force the low cost firm to choose . One efficient way to induce the 

firm to choose  is subsidy from local government. When , the subsidy 
is ; when , the subsidy is . 

Interestingly, consumers obtain zero expected surplus when the system gets maximal social 
welfare, which implies all social welfare improvements benefit firms. Availability-seekers obtain 
maximal expected surplus when  and price-seekers obtain maximal 
expected surplus when . Both of conditions appear in competitive 
model which can absolutely not achieve maximal social welfare. Therefore, two moral hazard 
problems exist. One, when , is it fair for the local government weeding out high cost 
firms to maximize social welfare? Two, in a monopoly market, should the local government 
sacrifices the consumers’ interests to maximize social welfare and satiates the oligopolistic firm? 

The answer of the first moral hazard problem is obvious. When the local government needs 
to have full control of a market or to improve the competitiveness of some industries as a whole, 
weeding out high cost firms is desirable. For example, in recent years, Chinese government 
bankrupts some non-competitive firms to upgrade its whole industry and strengths its 
competitiveness in the global market. Nevertheless, once the local government acquiesced 
oligopolistic firm for a long time, the firm tends to create barriers of entry for new entrants, 
thereby discouraging technological improvements and business innovations. For example, 
statistic shows business corruptions are most likely to appear in monopoly and closed market 
environment. The bankruptcy of most former communist countries is directly caused by such 
rigid economic structure. Therefore, seeking maximal social welfare by suppressing market 
diversity is not an advisable strategy in the long run.  

Sacrificing the consumers’ interests is inevitable in the monopoly environment. Without 
government mentoring, the oligopolistic firm would squeeze consumers as fully as possible. One 
method can be selected to ease this condition is price control. For example, to protect domestic 
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farmers from wheat price slumping in international market, some European countries provides 
farmers with minimum procurement price. Some non-profit organizations and unions also 
monitor big firms’ business behavior in the market. 

7. Conclusion 

In real market, consumers have different inconvenient costs when facing stock-out. 
According to this realistic business phenomenon, our model defines two consumers segments: 
price-seekers and availability seekers. The price-seekers are consumers who have no 
inconvenient cost, so they pay more attention on price in choosing a firm; however, the 
availability-seekers are consumers who have positive inconvenient cost, so they consider price 
and availability equally in making purchase decision. Price information is open and firms make 
price decisions before quantity decisions. The objective of the firms is to maximize profits, 
whereas all the consumers aim to maximize expected surplus. The firms decide optimal prices 
and quantities; the consumers choose one firm to visit. 

In symmetric and asymmetric models, we design two duopoly games in which firms 
compete in terms of price and availability, respectively. Differently, two firms in the symmetric 
model have same cost while have different costs in the asymmetric model. Results show that two 
competitive market equilibriums may exist in the symmetric model, however monopoly market 
environment, or disequilibrium status, may finally form in the asymmetric model. In the 
symmetric model, with the increasing of the proportion of availability-seekers, the market results 
in low price equilibrium to high price equilibrium. Nevertheless, in the asymmetric model, with 
the increasing of the proportion of the availability-seekers, the market may result in monopoly 
market environment to disequilibrium status if the high cost is greater than an upper bound. 

Interestingly, the maximal social welfare status can never be achieved in competitive market, 
but can be obtained via monopoly market. In special, if the market only has price-seekers, the 
firm’s optimal quantity leads to the maximal social welfare automatically; if the market only has 
availability-seekers, the maximal social welfare can also be reached automatically by opening 
inventory information; if the market has the price-seekers and availability-seekers, the local 
government can use subsidy to encourage the firm to maximize the social welfare.  
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Appendix 

Proof of Proposition 1. 

To begin with, we analyze two consumer segments’ expected surpluses. For availability-
seekers, their expected surplus is ; for price-seekers, their expected 
surplus is . Recall the firms’ optimal quantity decision , two 

expected surpluses can be expressed as  and 

, which are determined by price  only. Take derivative of 

functions  and  regards to price , we obtain 

, 

and . 

Take derivative of functions  and  regards to price again, we obtain 

, 

and . 

Therefore, two expected surplus functions  and  are convex, and in special, 
. Define  and  ( ), then we shall 

discuss two equilibrium statuses.  

Next, we prove the market reaches equilibrium price  when .  
No firm is willing to increase its price. If one firm increases its price from  to , 

 and , which imply both consumer segments cannot 
obtain high expected surplus from the firm who asks high price  and consumers will leave 
this firm immediately. Also, no firm is willing to decrease its price. If a firm offers a price  
which is less than , no price-seeker is still willing to visit it, because from the definition of , 
I have . However, the low price firm can attract all availability-seekers, 
because . Compare the firm’s profits with price  and price , we 

have  because . Thus, no firm is willing to sacrifice its price-
seekers to attract all availability seekers. Two firms reach equilibrium with price . 

Similarly, we prove the market reaches equilibrium price  when 
1 .  Firstly, no firm is willing to decrease its price from  to  because 
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 and . Secondly, if one firm increases its price from 
 to , it loses all availability seekers but gain all market size of price-seekers. Since 

, profit from price seekers  is smaller than its original profit by 

 asking price , so no firm is willing to increase its price. Thus, the market reaches 
equilibrium by asking price .  

 

Proof of Proposition 2. 

When two firms have different costs  and  ( ), price-seekers’ and availability 
seekers’ expected surpluses from two firms are ,  

 and , 

, respectively. Obviously, we have  and 

. Take derivative of functions ,   and ,  regards to price , we 
also obtain that  and 

.  

Firstly, we prove that two firms in equilibrium must not share one consumer segments 
equally. If the firm  asks price  to attract one consumer segments, the firm  can set price 
as  to win all these consumers. Observing the lower price, the firm  
would decrease its price further until reaching . Since , the firm  can 
always win this game in competition. So, when  and , the firm  leaves the market. 

Next, we prove if condition that the firm  wins all availability-seekers and the firm  
wins all price-seekers would appear in equilibrium. If the firm  wins all price-seekers with its 
optimal price (the highest price), we have , that is  

, 

. 

Since , I have , and then have . 

Therefore, if the firm  decides to attract all price-seekers, it will also win all availability-
seekers, and as a consequence, the firm  has to leave the market. 

If the firm  wins all availability-seekers, similarly, we conclude that  
( ) and   which can be rewritten as 
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. Since , I obtain that 

 which implies  and . This 

result means that if the firm  uses its maximal price to attract availability-seekers, the firm  
wins all price-seekers.  

Then, I analyze if it is possible for the firm  wining all price-seekers by further lowering 
price with . If , decreasing price works, otherwise, it does not 
work. In order words, the firm  has to leave the market if  

. 

Notice that  decreases in , there must exist an upper bound 

for , when  we obtain , otherwise 
. 

Even if the firm  is unwilling to attract price-seekers by further lowering price, the 
condition that the firm  wins all availability-seekers and the firm  wins all price-seekers 
would not exist in equilibrium. When realizing it is impossible to attract availability-seekers, the 
firm  tends to increases its price to the maximal one that can attract price-seekers. Then, the 
firm  could also increases its price to raise its marginal profit from availability-seekers. Thus, 
two firms are trapped in the cycle of increasing and decreasing prices. 

Since , the firm  has higher marginal profit than the firm , so the firm  tends 
to positively adjust its optimal price with the change of the proportion of availability-seekers. 
Therefor, when , the firm  aims at competing in price-seekers, and when , the 
firm  aims at competing in availability-seekers. 

Summarize the above discussion. When , the firm  leaves the market in 
equilibrium. When , if , the firm  leaves the market in equilibrium; 

if , the market has no equilibrium result.  

 

Proof of Proposition 3. 

Take the derivative of the objective function , I obtain  

. 
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Use the optimal price  to replace , I have . Define 

, I get 

. 

Obviously,  is convex. So the objective function has an optimal result when . 

Next, we prove that if the optimal profit is positive. According to Su and Zhang (2009), 
 has two roots and the optimal quantity is the larger root. Since the  is negative 

related with , to ensure the positive optimal profit, there must exist an upper bound  for  that 
 when . 

Set , when , the function has optimal solution.  

 

Proof of Proposition 4. 

In a monopoly model, the firm has two pricing strategies: the high one  and the low 
one . The optimal quantity is . The firm’s optimal profit when 

asking high price is ; its optimal profit when asking low price 

is . Thus, when , the firm 

choose high price, otherwise, it chooses low price.  

Set , the proposition can be proved.  

 

Proof of Proposition 5. 

The social welfare function can be expressed as  

. 

Take derivative of the above function gets 

. 

Thus,  can be proved. Obviously,  decreases in , so  can reaches its 

maximal value  when .  
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